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A result by Hashimoto and Ueda says that the graded ring of modular
forms with respect to SO(2, 10) is a polynomial ring in modular forms of
weights 4, 10, 12, 16, 18, 22, 24, 28, 30, 36, 42. In this paper we show that one
may choose Eisenstein series as generators. This is done by calculating suf-
ficiently many Fourier coefficients of the restrictions to the Hermitian half-
space. Moreover we give two constructions of the skew symmetric modular
form of weight 252.
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1 Introduction
Let V be a real quadratic space of signature (2, 10). The bilinear form of V is denoted
by (·, ·). The group of all isometries of V is called the orthogonal group of V and is
given by
O(V ) = {g ∈ GL(V ) | (gv, gv) = (v, v) for all v ∈ V } .
By SO(V ) we denote the subgroup of index two, which is equal to the kernel of the
determinant-character. We obtain another subgroup O(V )+ of index two as the kernel
of the real spinor norm. The intersection of the groups SO(V ) and O(V )+ is denoted
by SO(V )+. This is the connected component of the identity and is well-known to
be a semisimple and noncompact Lie group, compare e.g. [15]. Its maximal compact
subgroup is given by SO(2) × SO(10). In this text we fix L = E8 to be the (up to
isometries) unique even positive definite unimodular lattice in dimension 8. We denote
the Gram matrix of L by S and define the even unimodular lattice of signature (2, 10)
2by
Gram(L2) =


0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 −S 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0

 ∈ GL(L2) ⊆ GL(V ) .
We consider the arithmetic subgroup
O(L2)
+ = {g ∈ O(V )+ | g L2 ⊆ L2}
and define the sublattice L1 by
S1 := Gram(L1) =

0 0 10 −S 0
1 0 0

 ∈ GL(L2) ⊆ GL(V ) .
The following Proposition is well-known, confer [11], Theorem 1.7, and [17], Corollary
2.
Proposition 1.1 The commutator subgroup of SO(L2)
+ is trivial. The group of charac-
ters of O(L2)
+ is a group of order two, which is generated by the determinant-character.
We extend the bilinear form of V to V ⊗ C by C-linearity. The group O(V )+ acts on
the domain
D = {[Z] ∈ P(V ⊗ C) | (Z,Z) = 0 , (Z,Z) > 0}+
as a linear group. The superscript means that we have chosen one of the two connected
components. There is an equivalent affine model for this domain given by
H(L2) =



ωz
τ

 ∈ C× (L⊗ C)× C
∣∣∣∣∣
ωi, τi > 0 ,
2ωiτi − (zi, zi) > 0

 , (1)
where we have used the abbreviations
ωi := Im(ω), τi := Im(τ), zi := Im(z) .
The real orthogonal group acts on this domain according to
Z 7→M〈Z〉 =M{Z}−1 · (−1
2
(Z,Z)b+KZ + c) ,
where
Z ∈ H(L2) , M =

α a βb K c
γ d δ

 ∈ O(V )+ , K ∈ Mat(10,R)
M{Z} := −γ
2
(Z,Z) + dZ + δ .
We introduce the Cayley numbers.
3Definition 1.2 The Cayley numbers C are defined as an 8-dimensional algebra over R
with basis e0, . . . , e7. They satisfy the following multiplication rules:
(i) xe0 = x = e0x for all x ∈ C,
(ii) e2j = −e0 for j = 1, . . . , 7,
(iii) e1e2e4 = e2e3e5 = e3e4e6 = e4e5e7 = e5e6e1 = e6e7e2 = e7e1e3 = −e0.
For any x ∈ C we write x = ∑7j=0 xjej . We define the real part as Re(x) := x0 and
embed R into C by Re0. The involution on C is the map
C → C , x 7→ x = 2x0 − x ,
and the norm of x is given by
N(x) := xx = xx =
7∑
j=0
x2j .
A matrix H ∈ Mat(2, C) is called Hermitian, if it has the shape
H =
(
a b
b d
)
, where a, d ∈ R, b ∈ C .
In this case the determinant of H can be defined as
det(H) := ad−N(b) .
For A,B ∈ Mat(m,n, C) we define the trace form by
T (A,B) := 1
2
trace(AB
tr
+BA
tr
) .
A Hermitian matrix H ∈ Her(2, C) is called positive definite, if
T (H, ggtr) > 0 for all 0 6= g ∈ C2 .
This is equivalent to a > 0 and detH > 0. In this case we write H > 0. Let CC := C⊗RC
be the complexification of C. The associated half-plane is the set
H2(C) := {Z = X + iY ∈ Mat(2, CC) |X,Y ∈ Her(2, C) , Y > 0} .
The half-plane H2(C) is biholomorphically equivalent to H(L2) and O(V )+ acts on H2(C)
as a group of biholomorphic automorphisms.
42 The modular group for the even unimodular lattice of
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We define the algebra of integral Cayley numbers O as the Z-module with basis
e0, e1, e2, e4,
e1 + e2 + e3 − e4
2
,
e5 − e0 − e1 − e4
2
,
e6 − e0 + e1 − e2
2
,
e2 − e0 + e4 − e7
2
.
These elements form the so called Coxeter-basis. We turn O into a positive definite
even lattice with quadratic form N(·). The corresponding bilinear form is denoted by
σ(a, b) = ab + ba. Any z ∈ CC has a unique decomposition as z = zr + izi, where
zr, zi ∈ C. As a vector space over the real numbers we have C ∼= L ⊗ R. The following
biholomorphic map enables us to identify H2(C) with H(L2)
Ψ : H(L2)→ H2(C) , (ω, z, τ)tr 7→ Z :=
(
ω zr + izi
zr + izi τ
)
.
By virtue of the identity
ωτ −N(z) = det(Ψ(ω, z, τ)) (2)
for each (ω, z, τ) ∈ H(L2), we are able to establish the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.1 We have a homomorphism of groups
O(V )+ → Bih(H2(C))
with kernel {±I}, where the image of M ∈ O(V )+ is defined according to the following
commuting diagram
H(L2) M // H(L2)
Ψ

H2(C)
Ψ−1
OO
// H2(C) ,
ψ−1(Z) //M〈ψ−1(Z)〉

Z
OO
// Ψ(M〈ψ−1(Z)〉)
.
The image of SO(L2)
+ is generated by the following transformations
Z 7→ Z +H , H ∈ Her(2,O), and Z 7→ −Z−1 .
We denote this group by Γ2. The extension of Γ2 by Z 7→ Ztr is the image of O(L2)+.
Proof The first statement is clear. We determine the image of SO(L2)
+. We first
note that O equipped with the quadratic form N(·) is isomorphic to L = E8. We fix
the Coxeter basis of O. From [11], Theorem 3.4, we obtain the following generators of
5SO(L2)
+
Tx =

1 −x
trS1 −(x, x)
0 I10 x
0 0 1

 , x = (n, t,m)tr ∈ L1 and t ∈ O ,
J =


0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 I8 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0

 .
If we put
H := Ψ(x) =
(
n t
t m
)
∈ Her(2,O)
then one obtains the transformation Z 7→ Z+H as the image of Tx. Moreover (2) shows
that Z 7→ −Z−1 is the image of J . The matrix
K :=


1 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1


belongs to the finite orthogonal group O(O) and
RK =

I2 0 00 K 0
0 0 I2


is an element of O(L2)
+ with determinant −1, whose image is Z 7→ Ztr. 
Remark 2.2 In [6] the extension of Γ2 by
Z 7→ U trZU , U ∈
{(
0 1
−1 0
)
,
(
1 u
0 1
)
, u ∈ O
}
is considered instead. In [4], pp. 57-63, the author shows that this group coincides with
Γ2.
The affine cone associated to D is defined as
D• = {Z ∈ V ⊗ C | [Z] ∈ D} .
We introduce the notion of a modular form.
6Definition 2.3 Let Γ be a subgroup of O(L2)
+ of finite index. A modular form of
weight k ∈ Z and character χ : Γ → C× with respect to Γ is a holomorphic function
f : D• → C such that
f(tZ) = t−kf(Z) for all t ∈ C× ,
f(gZ) = χ(g)f(Z) for all g ∈ Γ .
A modular form is called a cusp form, if it vanishes at every cusp. The space of modular
forms of weight k and character χ for the group Γ will be denoted byMk(Γ, χ). For the
subspace of cusp forms we will write Sk(Γ, χ).
In view of Lemma 2.1 we can give the corresponding transformation behaviour of a
modular form on the domain H2(C). A holomorphic function f : H2(C) → C is a
modular form of weight k with respect to Γ2 if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) f(Z +H) = f(Z) for all H ∈ Her(2,O), Z ∈ H2(C) ,
(ii) f(−Z−1) = det(Z)kf(Z) for all Z ∈ H2(C) .
A modular form f : H2(C)→ C is called symmetric if f(Ztr) = f(Z) and skew-symmetric
if f(Ztr) = −f(Z).
3 Constructions of modular forms with trivial character
In [7] and [6] the authors investigate the Maaß space for the Cayley numbers. Moreover
the authors consider Jacobi Eisenstein series and derive an explicit Fourier expansion.
In this section we keep up these constructions and describe the Fourier expansion of the
Maaß lift. Let f be a modular form of even weight k with respect to Γ2 with Fourier
expansion
f(Z) =
∑
T∈Her(2,O),T≥0
α (T ) e2πiT (Z,T ) ,
where T =
(
n t
t m
) ≥ 0 means n,m ∈ N0 and det(T ) ≥ 0, and we define
ε(T ) = max
{
l ∈ N; 1l T ∈ Her(2,O)
}
for T 6= 0 .
We say that f satisfies the Maaß condition if for all 0 6= T ∈ Her(2,O), T ≥ 0
α(T ) =
∑
0<d|ε(T )
dk−1α∗((detT )/d2)), α∗(n) := α (( n 00 1 )) .
The space of all such f is called the Maaß space and is denoted by M(k,O). From [5]
and [10] we get the existence of an isomorphism between the Maaß space and the space
of elliptic modular forms of weight k − 4 with respect to SL(2,Z)
M(k,O)→Mk−4(SL(2,Z)) , f(Z) 7→ f∗(ω) =
∞∑
n=0
α∗(n)e2πinω . (3)
whenever k ≥ 4. In the next Theorem we determine the preimages of the normalized
elliptic Eisenstein series gk, where g0 := 1.
7Theorem 3.1 For any even k ≥ 10 the function given by
Ek(Z) =− Bk2k +
∑
T=
(
n t
t m
)
≥0
rank(T )=1
∑
0<a|ε(T )
ak−1 e2πiT (T,Z)
− 2(k−4)Bk−4
∑
T=
(
n t
t m
)
>0
∑
0<a|ε(T )
ak−1 σk−5
(
nm−N(t)
a2
)
e2πiT (T,Z) , Z ∈ H2(C) ,
defines a symmetric modular form of weight k on H2(C). If k = 4 let
E4(Z) =
1
240 +
∑
T=
(
n t
t m
)
≥0
rank(T )=1
∑
0<a|ε(T )
a3 e2πiT (T,Z) .
Proof Compare [5]. 
In the case k = 4 we have another description due to [6] as a singular modular form
240E4(Z) =
∑
g∈O2
e2πiT (Z,gg
tr) .
We investigate the restrictions of the Ek to the Hermitian half-space. For this purpose
we consider O with respect to the standard basis of C and write t ∈ O as
t =
7∑
j=0
tjej , tj ∈ Z/2 , t∗ := t0e0 + t1e1 .
The lattice
0
♯ := {t0e0 + t1e1 | t0, t1 ∈ Z/2} ⊂ C
is dual to the ring of integers 0 for the Gaussian number field Q(
√−1) where √−1 := e1.
We consider the embedded Hermitian half-space
H2(C) = {( ω z∗ τ ) ∈ H2(C); z = z0e0 + z1e1} ⊆ H2(C) .
The Hermitian Maaß space M(k, o) with respect to o and k ∈ N0 was first considered
in [16].
Lemma 3.2 Let k ≥ 4 be even. The map
M(k,O)→M(k, o) , f 7→ f |H2(C)
is a homomorphism of vector spaces. The Fourier coefficients of the restrictions are
given by
β (( n ss m )) =
∑
t∈O,t∗=s
α
((
n t
t m
))
, s ∈ o♯ .
8Proof The resctriction of f ∈ M(k,O) satisfies the Maaß condition for Hermitian
modular forms, because Jacobi forms of index 1 are mapped to Jacobi forms of index 1.
Hence the map is well-defined. The remaining part is straight forward. 
For the Maaß space one only needs the coefficients
β (( n ss 1 )) =
n∑
r=0
γ(n− r, s)α∗(n− r) , s = 0, e0
2
,
e1
2
,
e0 + e1
2
where
γ(n, s) := ♯{t ∈ O | t∗ = s , N(t) = n} .
4 The graded ring of modular forms
In this section we construct generators for the ring of modular forms. The starting point
of our considerations is a result by Shiga. In this section let Γ = O(L2)
+. We define
the associated modular variety M := D/Γ and denote by M∗ the Satake-Baily-Borel
compactification of M . By P(Ω) we denote the weighted projective space with weight
Ω = {4, 10, 12, 16, 18, 22, 24, 28, 30, 36, 42} .
The following result can be found in [13]. It was originally published in [18] (cf. also
[20]).
Theorem 4.1 There is an isomorphism P(Ω)
∼−→M∗ of algebraic varieties.
The graded ring of modular forms with respect to Γ2 is denoted by A. In Corollary 1.3 in
[13] the authors conclude that there exist modular forms fk, k ∈ Ω and k = 252, of weight
k, which generate A. Observe that A contains the ring of symmetric modular forms Asym
as a subring. In Corollary 4.4 in [13] Hashimoto and Ueda prove an isomorphism of the
orbifolds, and identify the line bundles O(1) on them. Asym is just the graded ring
obtained as the direct sum over the set of multiples of O(1) of the spaces of sections on
M \SM, which is the polynomial ring on T \ST side. Thus we have
Corollary 4.2 The ring Asym is a polynomial ring in 11 variables. More precisely there
exist modular forms fk ∈ Mk(Γ, 1), k ∈ Ω, which are algebraically independent such that
Asym ∼= C[f4, . . . , f42] .
This section is dedicated to the explicit construction of the fk. The restriction map of
Lemma 3.2 extends to a homomorphism of the graded algebras
ResO
o
: B(O)→ B(o) ,
where B(R) is the algebra generated by
∞⊕
k=0
M(k,R) , R ∈ {O, o} .
9Theorem 4.3 The ring Asym is generated by the functions Ek, k ∈ Ω .
Proof From Theorem 4.1 we know that Asym is a weighted polynomial ring in 11 vari-
ables. In particular this ring is generated by the homogeneous components Asymk , k ∈ Ω.
We consider the subalgebra over C which is generated by the functions stated above and
denote by Ek its k-th homogeneous component. Moreover let
E∗k = {ResOo (f) | f ∈ Ek} , E∗k = ResOo (Ek) .
Obviously E∗k coincides with the k-th homogeneous component of C[E∗4 , . . . , E∗42]. We
can calculate the dimensions of these spaces using the Fourier expansion of E∗k in Lemma
3.2. One has
k 4 10 12 16 18 22 24 28 30 36 42
dimE∗k 1 1 2 3 2 4 6 9 8 17 23
dimAsymk 1 1 2 3 2 4 6 9 8 17 23
where the last row is extracted from Corollary 4.2. Because of
dimE∗k ≤ dim Ek ≤ dimAsymk
we are done. 
Remark 4.4 a) The reason, why the restriction method works here, is due to the fact
that there is no modular form of weight 6 on the Cayley half-space. If we consider
the restriction to the Siegel upper half-plane instead, we obtain the following table
for the dimensions
k 4 10 12 16 18 22 24 28 30 36 42
dim 1 1 2 3 2 4 6 9 8 17 22
Thus we need the restriction to the Hermitian half-space only for the weight
k = 42.
b) In view of Lemma 3.2 it is necessary to consider all integral Cayley numbers up to a
certain norm. For the computations with Siegel modular forms this bound is given
by 12 and for Hermitian modular we have to deal with all numbers up to norm 20.
Since the theta series associated with the integral Cayley numbers coincides with the
elliptic Eisenstein series of weight 4, we get
♯{r ∈ O |N(r) = n} = 240σ3(n) , n ∈ N .
The coefficients needed to compute the dimensions of the Ek can be found on the
third author’s homepage:
http://www.matha.rwth-aachen.de/~woitalla/publikationen/.
10
5 The skew-symmetric modular form
In order to construct a skew-symmetric modular form, we take a different approach
which is also used in [9] to construct reflective modular forms. Let II2,26 be the unique
(up to isomorphism) even unimodular lattice of signature (2, 26). We define
R
II2,26
−2 := {r ∈ II2,26 | (r, r) = −2} .
Let D(II2,26) be the homogeneous domain of type IV for II2,26. For any r ∈ RII2,26−2 we
define the rational quadratic divisor as
Dr(II2,26) = {[Z] ∈ D(II2,26) | (Z, r) = 0} .
The following statement is due to Borcherds and can be found in [3], Theorem 10.1 and
Example 2.
Theorem 5.1 (Borcherds) There is a holomorphic modular form Φ12 with the prop-
erties
Φ12 ∈ M12(O(II2,26)+,det) , div(Φ12) =
⋃
r∈R
II2,26
−2
Dr(II2,26) ,
where the vanishing order is exactly one on each irreducible component.
In [3], Example 2, Borcherds calculates the Fourier expansion of Φ12. It turns out that
Φ12 reflects the Weyl denominator formula for the fake monster Lie algebra.
We consider the embedding L2 →֒ II2,26 and denote by K the orthogonal complement
of L2 in II2,26. Each vector r ∈ II2,26 has a unique decomposition
r = α(r) + β(r) , α(r) ∈ L2 , β(r) ∈ K♯,
where
K♯ = {l ∈ K ⊗R | (l, h) ∈ Z for all h ∈ K}
is the dual lattice. We set
R−2(K) = {r ∈ II2,26 | (r, r) = −2 , r ⊥ L2},
which is contained in the negative definite lattice K and hence finite. Consequently we
define N(K) = ♯R−2(K)2 ∈ N . The next statement is a special case of Theorem 8.2 and
Corollary 8.12 in [12] and describes the construction of a quasi-pullback from Borcherds
function Φ12.
Theorem 5.2 Fix an embedding L2 →֒ II2,26 and set
Φ|(QP)L2 (Z) =
Φ12(Z)∏
r∈R−2(K)/{±1}
(Z, r)
∣∣∣∣∣
D
,
11
where in the product one fixes a set of representatives for R−2(K)/{±1}. Then Φ|(QP)L2
belongs toM12+N(K)(O(L2)+,det) and vanishes exactly on all rational quadratic divisors
Dα(r) = {[Z] ∈ D | (Z, α(r)) = 0}
where r runs through the set R
II2,26
−2 and (α(r), α(r)) < 0. If N(K) > 0 we say that
Φ|(QP)L2 is a quasi-pullback of Φ12. In this case Φ|
(QP)
L2
is a cusp form.
Let N be the Niemeier lattice with root system E8 ⊥ E8 ⊥ E8, see [19]. Since II2,26 ∼=
U ⊥ U1 ⊥ N , where
U,U1 ∼=
(
0 1
1 0
)
are two integral hyperbolic planes, we can consider the natural embedding
L2 →֒ U ⊥ U1 ⊥ N ,
where L is identified with one of the three copies of L in the root system of N . Denote
by Φ the quasi-pullback of Φ12 which corresponds to this embedding.
Corollary 5.3 There is a skew-symmetric cusp form Φ of weight 252, whose divisor
coincides with the Γ2-orbit of
{(
ω z
z τ
)
∈ H2(C)
∣∣∣ z = −z
}
.
The vanishing order of Φ is one on each irreducible component of div(Φ).
Proof For the determination of the weight we use the well-known fact that the number
of 2-roots of E8 is 240. Hence N(K) = 240 and Theorem 5.2 yields that Φ is a skew-
symmetric cusp form of weight 252. Let r = α(r) + β(r) ∈ RII2,26−2 such that (α,α) < 0.
The choice of our embedding already implies (α(r), α(r)) = −2 and β(r) = 0. From the
last Theorem we deduce that each irreducible component of div(Φ) is determined by a
−2-root in L2 and the vanishing order of Φ is one. Let g ∈ SO(L2)+ and let α ∈ L2 be
a -2-root. One has
g.Dα = Dg−1.α
Since L2 is unimodular, the Eichler criterion implies that div(Φ) equals the SO(L2)
+-
orbit of Dα, see [11]. We can choose the representative
α = (0, 0, r, 0, 0) ∈ L2 where r = e0 + e5 + e6 + e7
2
(4)
to obtain the forementioned subset of H2(C) as the biholomorphic image of Dα. 
12
Remark 5.4 This modular form has already been constructed in [8], Lemma 5.1. One
may also use [3], Theorem 10.1, to construct Φ as a Borcherds lift. To this end we
consider the nearly holomorphic modular form for the group SL(2,Z)
g24
∆
= q−1 + 504 + 16404q + q2(· · · ) =
∑
n≥−1
c(n)qn , q = exp(2πiτ), τ ∈ H
where ∆ denotes the normalized Ramanujan ∆-function. Now the multiplicative lifting
yields a modular form of weight c(0)2 = 252 whose zeroes lie on the rational quadratic
divisors Dr where r ∈ II2,10 such that (r, r) = −2. The multiplicity of each Dr is∑
n>0 c(−n2) = 1. Hence this modular form coincides with Φ up to a non-zero multiple
in C.
This leads us to the main result.
Theorem 5.5 The graded ring A is generated by the Ek, k ∈ Ω, and Φ. There is a
unique polynomial p ∈ C[X1, . . . ,X11] such that
Φ2 = p(E4, E10, E12, E16, E18, E22, E24, E28, E30, E36, E42) .
Proof We show that any modular form can be expressed as a polynomial in the 12
functions from above. For convenience we represent modular forms as functions on the
domain H(L2). Let f ∈ A. In view of Theorem 4.3 we can assume that f is skew-
symmetric. We take α ∈ L2 as in (4) and define Mα ∈ O(L2)+ as the reflection at the
hyperplane perpendicular to α. From the identities
f(Mα〈Z〉) = det(Mα)f(Z) = −f(Z) ,
Mα〈Z〉 = (ω,−z, τ) ,
which hold for all Z = (ω, z, τ) ∈ H(L2) we conclude that f vanishes on Dα. Using
Theorem 5.3 we can divide f by Φ and the quotient f/Φ is a symmetric modular form
by Koecher’s principle for automorphic forms, compare [2], p. 209. Now Theorem 4.3
implies that f is contained in the algebra generated by Φ and Asym. The square of Φ is
a symmetric form. Since E4, . . . , E42 are algebraically independent we infer that there
exists a polynomial p with the desired property. 
The algebraic structure of A has already been determined in [13] where the authors
refined the isomorphism given in Theorem 4.1 to a bimeromorphic map of orbifolds.
Following [14] we can perform a different construction for Φ by considering a Rankin-
Cohen type differential operator.
13
Proposition 5.6 Let fj ∈ Mkj (Γ, 1), j = 1, . . . 11. Then {f1, . . . , f11} ∈ Mk(Γ,det),
where
{f1, . . . , f11} := det


k1f1 . . . k11f11
∂f1
∂ω . . .
∂f11
∂ω
∂f1
∂z1
. . . ∂f11∂z1
...
...
...
∂f1
∂z8
. . . ∂f11∂z8
∂f1
∂τ . . .
∂f11
∂τ


, k = 10 +
11∑
j=1
kj .
If f1, . . . , f11are algebraically independent, then {f1, . . . , f11} does not vanish identically.
Proof For a proof we refer to [14], Proposition 2.1, and [1], Proposition 2.1. 
We state an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 5.5.
Corollary 5.7 There is a constant 0 6= c ∈ C such that
Φ = c {E4, . . . , E42} .
Acknowledgement: The authors thank H. Hashimoto and T. Ueda for helpful discus-
sions and in particular for pointing out the proof of Corollary 4.2 from [13].
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